Good Night Stories For Rebel Girls
Eventually, you will entirely discover a extra experience and talent by spending more cash. still when? pull off you resign yourself to that you require to get those all needs afterward having significantly cash? Why dont
you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to comprehend even more re the globe, experience, some places, gone history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your enormously own get older to performance reviewing habit. among guides you could enjoy now is Good Night Stories For Rebel Girls below.

Questions for Rebel Girls - Rebel Girls 2021-10-19
Questions for Rebel Girls sparks lively discussions with more than 500 kid-friendly questions inspired by
real rebel women from the best-selling Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls series. Jane Goodall devoted her
life to studying chimpanzees. If you dedicated your life to one type of animal, what would it be? When
cyclist Alfonsina Strada began racing, she was so unstoppable that newspapers nicknamed her “the devil in
a dress.” What would your cycling nickname be? Celia Cruz is the Queen of Salsa music. Beyoncé is a pop
superstar. Roxanne Shante is an amazing rapper. And Joan Jett is all about rock and roll. If you could be a
singing sensation, what type of music would you sing? If you could perform a duet with anyone in the world,
who would you pick? If you could meet any woman from any country and any time in history, who would it
be? What would you ask her? Would you rather ask questions or answer them? Luckily, with Questions for
Rebel Girls, you can do both! Girls love to explore their feelings, uncover their personality, and decode the
world around them. One way to do that is to explore their answers to provocative questions about anything
and everything. Questions for Rebel Girls introduces readers to extraordinary women throughout history
and asks them to imagine themselves in similar scenarios. Designed to ignite exciting discussions between
little rebels and their siblings, friends, and grown-ups, Questions for Rebel Girls is packed with more than
500 entertaining and thought-provoking questions—including some questions submitted by young fans of
Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls.
Elves on the Fifth Floor - Francesca Cavallo 2021-09-28
In the city of R., nothing bad ever happens, because the residents maintain the status quo at all costs. But
the children of R. have had enough. When a new family--two moms and their three kids--arrive just before
Christmas, they team up with the local kids on a magical adventure to save Christmas and bring community
back to the city of R.
Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls - Francesca Cavallo 2018-06-19
While still inspiring rebel girls of the world to dream bigger, aim higher, and fight harder, this sequel is
bigger than each of us, bigger than our individual hopes, and certainly bigger than our fears.
Junko Tabei Masters the Mountains - Rebel Girls 2020-03-10
From the world of Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls comes the historical novel based on the life of Junko
Tabei, the first female climber to summit Mount Everest. Junko is bad at athletics. Really bad. Other
students laugh because they think she is small and weak. Then her teacher takes the class on a trip to a
mountain. It’s bigger than any Junko’s ever seen, but she is determined to make it to the top. Ganbatte, her
teacher tells her. Do your best. After that first trip, Junko becomes a mountaineer in body and spirit. She
climbs snowy mountains, rocky mountains, and even faraway mountains outside of her home country of
Japan. She joins clubs and befriends fellow climbers who love the mountains as much as she does. Then,
Junko does something that’s never been done before… she becomes the first woman to climb the tallest
mountain in the world. Junko Tabei Masters the Mountains is the story of the first woman to climb Mount
Everest. Even more than that, it's a story about conquering fears, personal growth, and never shying away
from a challenge. This historical fiction chapter book includes additional text on Junko Tabei’s lasting
legacy, as well as educational activities designed to strengthen physical skills and conquer fears. About the
Rebel Girls Chapter Book Series Meet extraordinary real-life heroines in the Good Night Stories for Rebel
Girls chapter book series! Introducing stories based on the lives of extraordinary women in global history,
each stunningly designed chapter book features beautiful illustrations from a female artist as well as bonus

activities in the backmatter to encourage kids to explore the various fields in which each of these women
thrived. The perfect gift to inspire any young reader!
Fantastically Great Women Who Changed The World - Kate Pankhurst 2018-02-22
Nominated for the Cilip Carnegie & Kate Greenaway Children's Book Awards 2018. Kate Pankhurst,
descendent of Emmeline Pankhurst, has created this wildly wonderful and accessible book about women
who really changed the world. Discover fascinating facts about some of the most amazing women who
changed the world we live in. Fly through the sky with the incredible explorer Amelia Earhart, and read all
about the Wonderful Adventures of Mary Seacole with the number one best-selling children's non-fiction
title in the UK market this year. Bursting full of beautiful illustrations and astounding facts, Fantastically
Great Women Who Changed the World is the perfect introduction to just a few of the most incredible
women who helped shaped the world we live in. List of women featured: Jane Austen, Gertrude Ederle,
Coco Chanel, Frida Kahlo, Marie Curie, Mary Anning, Mary Seacole, Amelia Earhart, Agent Fifi, Sacagawa,
Emmeline Pankhurst, Rosa Parks, Anne Frank
Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls 2 - Elena Favilli 2020-01-21
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER This sequel to the sensational New York Times bestseller, Good Night
Stories for Rebel Girls, showcases 100 brand-new bedtime stories of incredible women throughout history
and around the world. In this book, readers will embark on an empowering journey through 100 new
bedtime stories, featuring the adventures of extraordinary women through the ages, from Nefertiti to
Beyoncé. The unique narrative style of Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls transforms each biography into a
fairytale, filling readers with wonder and a burning curiosity to know more about each hero. Good Night
Stories for Rebel Girls 2 boasts a brand-new graphic design, a glossary, and full-page, full-color portraits of
each subject, created by the best female artists of our time.
Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls: 100 Immigrant Women Who Changed the World - Elena Favilli
2020-10-13
ONE OF OPRAH'S FAVORITE THINGS 2021! A 2021 NATIONAL PARENTING PRODUCT AWARDS
WINNER! As Oprah says on Oprah Daily, "Reading can inspire you to do great things—what a great gift for
a preteen! This series features boundary-breaking women and includes stories about some who have moved
me the most—like Toni Morrison. They even included me!" The third installment in the New York Times
bestselling Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls series, featuring 100 immigrant women who have shaped,
and will continue to shape, our world. Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls: 100 Immigrant Women Who
Changed the World is the third book in the New York Times bestselling series for children. Packed with 100
all-new bedtime stories about the lives of incredible female figures from the past and the present, this
volume recognizes women who left their birth countries for a multitude of reasons: some for new
opportunities, some out of necessity. Readers will whip up a plate with Asma Khan, strategize global affairs
alongside Madeleine Albright, venture into business with Rihanna, and many more. All of these unique, yet
relatable stories are accompanied by gorgeous, full-page, full-color portraits, illustrated by female artists
from all over the globe.
Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls - Gift Box Set - Elena Favilli 2017-12-04
The Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls Gift Set brings both trailblazing and bestselling volumes together in
one beautiful package. This gift set gathers 200 stories of extraordinary queens and activists, ballerinas and
pirates, scientists and inventors, and more for you to explore and revisit. From the creators of the New York
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Times Best Seller sensation Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls comes a beautiful gift box containing 200
stories that inspire girls to dream big. Good Night Stories For Rebel Girls reinvents fairy tales with a
collection of bedtime stories about the life of extraordinary women, from Nefertiti to Beyoncé. The unique
narrative style of Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls transforms each biography into a fairytale, filling the
readers with wonder and with a burning curiosity to know more about each hero. Each Gift Box Set
contains both Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls and Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls 2 included in a
beautiful slipcase, shrink-wrapped to ensure scuff-free arrival. Illustrated by 70 female artists from all over
the world, the books contained in the Gift Box are hardcover, with an extra smooth matte scuff-free
lamination, 100lbs beautiful paper, and a double satin bookmark. The Good Night Stories For Rebel Girls
gift set will inspire your entire family to dream bigger, aim higher and fight harder!
My Journey to the Stars (Step into Reading) - Scott Kelly 2020-08-04
An easy-to-read autobiography of NASA astronaut Scott Kelly, in jacketed hardcover, that takes readers on
his awe-inspiring journey from childhood to his record-breaking year among the stars. A autobiography of
NASA astronaut Scott Kelly! Scott wasn't sure what he wanted to be when he grew up. He struggled in
school and often got in trouble with his twin brother, Mark. Then one day Scott discovered a book about
test pilots and astronauts that set him on a new path. His new focus led him to fly higher and higher,
becoming first a pilot and then an astronaut, along with his brother--the first twin astronauts in history. But
his greatest accomplishment of all was commanding the International Space Station and spending nearly a
year in space, which set the record for the longest spaceflight by an American. This story of an ordinary boy
who grew up to do extraordinary things will amaze and inspire young readers.
Madam C.J. Walker Builds a Business - Rebel Girls 2019-11-12
From the world of Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls comes a story based on the real life of Madam C. J.
Walker, America’s first female self-made millionaire. Sarah is the first person in her family who wasn’t born
into slavery in Delta, Louisiana. But being free doesn’t mean that Sarah doesn’t have to work. She cooks,
she cleans, she picks cotton, she does laundry, and she babysits. And when she works, she wraps up her
hair. One day, Sarah’s hair starts to fall out! It’s itchy, crunchy, patchy, and won’t grow. Instead of giving
up, Sarah searches for the right products. And then she invents something better than any shampoo or hair
oil she’s used before. Her hair grows and grows! That’s when she decides to rebrand herself as “Madam C.
J. Walker,” and begins her business empire. Madam C. J. Walker Builds a Business is the story of a leader in
the hair care industry, but it’s also an inspiring tale about the importance of empowering women to become
economically independent. This historical fiction chapter book includes additional text on Madam C. J.
Walker’s lasting legacy, as well as educational activities designed to encourage entrepreneurship. About
the Rebel Girls Chapter Book Series Meet extraordinary real-life heroines in the Good Night Stories for
Rebel Girls chapter book series! Introducing stories based on the lives of extraordinary women in global
history, each stunningly designed chapter book features beautiful illustrations from a female artist as well
as bonus activities in the backmatter to encourage kids to explore the various fields in which each of these
women thrived. The perfect gift to inspire any young reader!
Stories for Kids Who Dare to Be Different - Ben Brooks 2019-05-07
Boys will be boys and girls will be girls? Not in this book. The follow-up to Ben Brooks's New York Times
bestselling Stories for Boys Who Dare to Be Different, this book offers more extraordinary true stories of
amazing people who broke the mold and changed the world for the better. The resulting message? Be
yourself, and your dreams might come true. With the help of Quinton Winter's striking full-color
illustrations, Brooks offers an accessible compilation of 76 famous and not-so-famous influencers from the
past to the present day, every single one of them a rule-breaker and stereotype-smasher in his or her own
way. Entries include Emma Gonzalez, Andy Warhol, Bjork, Hans Christian Andersen, Sally Ride, and so
many more -- heroes from all walks of life and from all over the world.
Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls: 100 Inspiring Young Changemakers - Rebel Rebel Girls
2022-10-04
Readers of all ages will be inspired by the fascinating stories of well-known women like Greta Thunberg,
Bethany Hamilton, Bindi Irwin, Zendaya, and the Linda Lindas. They'll also meet up-and-coming
powerhouses like inventor Vinisha Umashankar, sustainable fashion designer Marine Serre, stuntwoman

Sadiqua Bynum, filmmaker Taegen Yardley, poet Alexandra Huynh, and environmental activist Helena
Gualinga.
Stories for Boys Who Dare to Be Different - Ben Brooks 2018-09-25
!--[if gte mso 9] 800x600 ![endif]-- New York Times bestseller Boys can be anything they want to be! This
timely book joins and expands the gender-role conversation and gives middle-grade boys a welcome
alternative message: that masculinity can mean many things. You won't find any stories of slaying dragons
or saving princesses here. In Stories for Boys Who Dare to Be Different, author Ben Brooks-with the help of
Quinton Wintor's striking full-color illustrations-offers a welcome alternative narrative: one that celebrates
introverts and innovators, sensitivity and resilience, individuality and expression. It's an accessible
compilation of 75 famous and not-so-famous men from the past to the present day, every single one of them
a rule-breaker and stereotype-smasher in his own way. Entries include Frank Ocean, Salvador Dali,
Beethoven, Barack Obama, Ai Weiwei, Jesse Owens, and so many more-heroes from all walks of life and
from all over the world.
Rebel Girls Champions - Rebel Girls 2021-10-12
Rebel Girls Champions: 25 Tales of Unstoppable Athletes celebrates the stories of 25 phenomenal women in
sports all written in fairy tale form. It is part of the award-winning Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls
series. This paperback collection showcases some of the most beloved stories from the first three volumes
of the New York Times best-selling series Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls. It also features brand new
tales of game-changing athletes and their drive, resilience, and sportsmanship. In Rebel Girls Champions,
young readers can win the World Cup with Megan Rapinoe, flip and tumble with Simone Biles, and land
breathtaking snowboard tricks with Chloe Kim. Coming out directly after the Tokyo Olympics, Rebel Girls
Champions will include the most thrilling anecdotes from the 2021 Games. The exciting, easy-to-read text is
paired with colorful full-page portraits created by female artists from all around the world
Marley Dias Gets It Done: And So Can You! - Marley Dias 2018-01-30
Marley Dias, the powerhouse girl-wonder who started the #1000blackgirlbooks campaign, speaks to kids
about her passion for making our world a better place, and how to make their dreams come true! In this
accessible guide with an introduction by Academy Award-nominated filmmaker Ava DuVernay, Marley Dias
explores activism, social justice, volunteerism, equity and inclusion, and using social media for good.
Drawing from her experience, Marley shows kids how they can galvanize their strengths to make positive
changes in their communities, while getting support from parents, teachers, and friends to turn dreams into
reality. Focusing on the importance of literacy and diversity, Marley offers suggestions on book selection,
and delivers hands-on strategies for becoming a lifelong reader.
Rebel Girls Lead - Rebel Girls 2021-01-26
Rebel Girls Lead: 25 Tales of Powerful Women celebrates the incredible and inspiring stories of 25 women
leaders in politics, business, sports, activism, and more, all written in fairy tale form. It is part of the awardwinning Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls series. Reach for new heights with Vice President Kamala
Harris. Organize voter registration with Stacey Abrams. Spread messages of kindness with Lady Gaga. And
captain a team of Olympic gymnasts with Aly Raisman. This collection of 25 stories includes the most
beloved stories of leadership from the first three volumes of the New York Times best-selling series, Good
Night Stories for Rebel Girls. And also features 11 brand new tales of women’s activism, bravery, and
vision. Rebel Girls Lead celebrates the leadership of women from Michelle Obama to Malala Yousafzai. It is
illustrated by female artists from around the world.
The Obamas - Jodi Kantor 2012-01-10
When Barack Obama won the 2008 presidential election, he also won a long-running debate with his wife
Michelle. Contrary to her fears, politics now seemed like a worthwhile, even noble pursuit. Together they
planned a White House life that would be as normal and sane as possible. Then they moved in. In the
Obamas, Jodi Kantor takes us deep inside the White House as they try to grapple with their new roles,
change the country, raise children, maintain friendships, and figure out what it means to be the first black
President and First Lady. Filled with riveting detail and insight into their partnership, emotions and
personalities, and written with a keen eye for the ironies of public life, The Obamas is an intimate portrait
that will surprise even readers who thought they knew the President and First Lady.
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Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls: 100 Immigrant Women Who Changed the World - Elena Favilli
2020-10-13
A 2021 NATIONAL PARENTING PRODUCT AWARDS WINNER! The third installment in the New York
Times bestselling Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls series, featuring 100 immigrant women who have
shaped, and will continue to shape, our world. Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls: 100 Immigrant Women
Who Changed the World is the third book in the New York Times bestselling series for children. Packed
with 100 all-new bedtime stories about the lives of incredible female figures from the past and the present,
this volume recognizes women who left their birth countries for a multitude of reasons: some for new
opportunities, some out of necessity. Readers will whip up a plate with Asma Khan, strategize global affairs
alongside Madeleine Albright, venture into business with Rihanna, and many more. All of these unique, yet
relatable stories are accompanied by gorgeous, full-page, full-color portraits, illustrated by female artists
from all over the globe.
Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls - Elena Favilli 2020-01-21
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The New York Times bestselling Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls is a
children's book packed with 100 bedtime stories about the lives of extraordinary women from the past and
the present, illustrated by 60 female artists from all over the world. This must-have volume brings readers
on an empowering journey, introducing them to the real-life adventures of trailblazing women from
Elizabeth I to Malala Yousafzai. The unique narrative style of Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls transforms
each biography into a fairytale, filling readers with wonder and a burning curiosity to know more about
each hero. Each woman's story is also accompanied by a full-page, full-color portrait that captures her rebel
spirit.
I Am a Rebel Girl - Elena Favilli 2018-12-05
From the publishers of Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls, I Am a Rebel Girl: A Journal to Start Revolutions
is designed for girls of all ages to train and explore their rebel spirits! I Am a Rebel Girl creates a space for
big ideas, helping girls develop the tools they need to lead the revolution of our time. From the creators of
the sensational book series Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls, comes an exciting new title: I Am a Rebel
Girl: A Journal to Start Revolutions. Designed for girls of all ages looking to explore and train their rebel
spirit, I Am a Rebel Girl is filled with activities that challenge perspective, induce thought, and prompt
action. Write love notes to your favorite body parts, draw yourself climbing a mountain, write a letter to an
elected representative and interact with the beautiful, original artwork developed by the female artists who
illustrated the iconic Rebel Girls books. I Am a Rebel Girl is the perfect companion to the book series. It is
an action plan that creates space for BIG ideas and it helps girls develop the tools they need to lead the
revolution of our time. With a stunning cover that begs to be personalized, interiors in 100 lbs soft paper,
fun stickers and an extraordinary print quality, I Am a Rebel Girl is a captivating object, sure to excite the
millions of fans Rebel Girls has gained all around the world and to open up the Rebel Girls’ universe to new
audiences. I Am a Rebel Girl is printed with soy and vegetable based inks, with full-color layouts that will
turn the dreams of rebel girls around the world into inspired works of art
Rad Women Worldwide - Kate Schatz 2016-09-27
Educational and inspirational, this gift-worthy New York Times bestseller from the authors of Rad American
Women A-Z, is a bold, illustrated collection of 40 biographical profiles showcasing extraordinary women
from across the globe. Rad Women Worldwide tells fresh, engaging, and amazing tales of perseverance and
radical success by pairing well-researched and riveting biographies with powerful and expressive cut-paper
portraits. The book features an array of diverse figures from 430 BCE to 2016, spanning 31 countries
around the world, from Hatshepsut (the great female king who ruled Egypt peacefully for two decades) and
Malala Yousafzi (the youngest person to win the Nobel Peace Prize) to Poly Styrene (legendary teenage
punk and lead singer of X-Ray Spex) and Liv Arnesen and Ann Bancroft (polar explorers and the first
women to cross Antarctica). An additional 250 names of international rad women are also included as a
reference for readers to continue their own research. This progressive and visually arresting book is a
compelling addition to women's history and belongs on the shelf of every school, library, and home.
Together, these stories show the immense range of what women have done and can do. May we all have the
courage to be rad! For teachers, this book is appropriate for grades 6-8 and could be used in either Social

Studies or English classes, or as part of a text for a multidisciplinary unit. It can also be used as a Common
Core text for grades 6-8 Social Studies/History - CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.6-8.1-10.
Dr. Wangari Maathai Plants a Forest - Rebel Girls 2020-03-10
From the world of Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls comes a historical novel based on the life of Dr.
Wangari Maathai, the Nobel Peace Prize-winning activist and environmentalist from Kenya. Wangari lives
in the lush, green, land of rural Kenya where the soil is perfect for planting, the trees tower into the sky,
and the streams are full of mysterious creatures. All day, she plays beneath her favorite fig tree, and at
night she gathers around the fire with her family to listen to her mother’s stories. Then Wangari grows up
and goes away to school, and things start changing at home. Farmers chop down the trees. Landslides bury
the stream. The soil becomes overworked and dry, and nothing will grow. People go hungry. After all her
studies, Dr. Wangari Maathai realizes there is a simple solution to these problems: plant a forest full of
trees. Dr. Wangari Maathai Plants a Forest is the story of environmentalist and activist Dr. Wangari
Maathai, who became the first African woman to receive the Nobel Peace Prize. It's also a story about the
importance of making your voice heard, and using that voice to protect the natural world. This historical
fiction chapter book includes additional text on Dr. Wangari Maathai’s lasting legacy, as well as educational
activities designed to encourage caring for the planet and believing in the power of one. About the Rebel
Girls Chapter Book Series Meet extraordinary real-life heroines in the Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls
chapter book series! Introducing stories based on the lives of extraordinary women in global history, each
stunningly designed chapter book features beautiful illustrations from a female artist as well as bonus
activities in the backmatter to encourage kids to explore the various fields in which each of these women
thrived. The perfect gift to inspire any young reader!
365 Goodnight Stories - Pegasus 2016-07-19
For ages 4+. The 365 series books are a unique product created keeping in mind the number of days we
have in a year. Each book has 365 stories that will encourage children to read one story each day,
inculcating in in them to read the good habit of book reading.
Alicia Alonso Takes the Stage - Rebel Girls 2020-08-18
"With this powerful, hope-filled story of overcoming one's obstacles, readers will close this book and feel
inspired to leave a legacy of their own." -School Library Journal From the world of Good Night Stories for
Rebel Girls comes the historical novel based on the life of Alicia Alonso, a world-renowned prima ballerina
from Cuba. Alicia was born to dance. From the moment she slips on pointe shoes for the first time, she’s
determined to become a professional ballerina. A few years later, Alicia moves from Cuba to the United
States to follow her dreams. Then, Alicia begins to lose her sight. How can a ballerina dance if she can’t see
where she’s going? Stuck in bed and only able to practice with her fingertips, Alicia doesn’t give up. She
finds a way to get back on stage, dancing into the hearts of audiences as one of the world’s most famous
prima ballerinas. Alicia Alonso Takes the Stage is the story of a world-renowned prima ballerina who
impressed people all over the world with her beautiful dancing while living with visual impairments. This is
a story about perseverance in the face of adversity, and how the arts can afford women the opportunity to
achieve a global impact. This historical fiction chapter book includes additional text on Alicia Alonso’s
lasting legacy, as well as movement-based activities designed to encourage creativity and confidence
through dance. About the Rebel Girls Chapter Book Series Meet extraordinary real-life heroines in the Good
Night Stories for Rebel Girls chapter book series! Introducing stories based on the lives of extraordinary
women in global history, each stunningly designed chapter book features beautiful illustrations from a
female artist as well as bonus activities in the backmatter to encourage kids to explore the various fields in
which each of these women thrived. The perfect gift to inspire any young reader!
Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls - Ausmalbuch - Elena Favilli 2018-11-05
The Little Book of Little Activists - Penguin Young Readers 2017-09-26
A celebration of political activism by America's youngest citizens--our children. You're never too young to
care about your community or to stand up for your beliefs. That's the empowering message of this book,
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which is all about how real kids exercise their first amendment rights. Filled with inspiring photos of
children at recent demonstrations and rallies, The Little Book of Little Activists also includes inspirational
quotes from kids themselves on topics of equality, diversity, and feminism, as well as an introduction by
Bob Bland, co-chair of the Women's March on Washington, and an afterword by civil rights activist Lynda
Blackmon Lowery, author of Turning 15 on the Road to Freedom: My Story of the 1965 Selma Voting Rights
March. Five percent of gross proceeds go to benefit the Children's Defense Fund. The Little Book of Little
Activists is a child's very first introduction to political activism, presented at a level that they can
understand and relate to. Perfect for parents who want to raise their kids to become participatory members
of a democracy.
Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls 2-Book Gift Set - Elena Favilli 2021-11-02
Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls 2-Book Gift Set contains the first two volumes of the Good Night Stories
for Rebel Girls series in hardcover, packaged in a gorgeous, giftable box. The set features 200 tales of
extraordinary real-life women, all written in fairy tale form. Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls 2-Book Gift
Set brings two trailblazing and best-selling volumes together in a beautiful, reusable case, shrink-wrapped
to ensure scuff-free arrival. The set contains hardcovers of Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls and Good
Night Stories for Rebel Girls 2, featuring extraordinary tales of queens and activists, ballerinas and pirates,
scientists and inventors, and many other exciting women throughout history. The unique narrative style
transforms each biography into a fairy tale, filling readers with wonder and a burning curiosity to know
more about each subject. Illustrated by 70 female artists from all over the globe, this gift set inspires girls
to dream bigger, aim higher, and fight harder.
Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls - Elena Favilli 2018-09-03
A stunning set of postcards celebrating fifty extraordinary women who have changed the world -- from the
team behind the phenomenally successful Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls 'Every single rebel girl I know
(and some rebel women, too) will be getting this gorgeous box of postcards, with inspiring quotes from
extraordinary women, for Christmas' - Sam Baker, The Pool From Malala and Michelle Obama to Ada
Lovelace and Zaha Hadid, this set of beautifully designed postcards celebrates some of the most
remarkable women featured in Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls. With a short bio on each card and
inspiring quotes, this is the perfect gift for all the rebels in your life. Featuring: Creators: Frida Kahlo, The
Brontë Sisters, Julia Child, Nina Simone, Zaha Hadid, Xian Zhang, Ada Lovelace, Maud Stevens Wagner,
Maria Callas, and Millo Castro Zaldarriaga Leaders: Queen Elizabeth I, Fadumo Dayib, Yaa Asantewaa,
Jingu, Hatshepsut, Nanny of the Maroons, Lakshmi Bai, Hillary Rodham Clinton, Michelle Obama, and
Eufrosina Cruz Pioneers: Sylvia Earle, Ann Makosinski, Jane Goodall, Alek Wek, Maria Sibylla Merian,
Balkissa Chaibou, Wang Zhenyi, Mae C. Jemison, Cholita Climbers, and Maria Reiche Champions: Yursa
Mardini, Maya Gabeira, Wilma Rudolph, Serena and Venus Williams, Mary Kom, Alfonsina Strada, Amna Al
Haddad, Misty Copeland, Simone Biles, and Ashley Fiolek Warriors: Sonita Alizadeh, Claudia Ruggerini,
Malala Yousafzai, Manal Al-Sharif, Maya Angelou, Rosa Parks, Anna Politkovskaya, Harriet Tubman, Miriam
Makeba, and Irena Sendlerowa
The Fix - Michelle P. King 2020-03-03
In the vein of #Girlboss and Nice Girls Don’t Get the Corner Office, discover how to thrive at work from the
head of the Global Innovation Coalition for Change at UN Women with this “passionate, practical roadmap
for addressing inequality and finally making our workplaces work for women” (Arianna Huffington). For
years, we’ve been telling women that in order to succeed at work, they have to change themselves
first—lean in, negotiate like a man, don’t act too nice or you’ll never get the corner office. But after sixteen
years working with major Fortune 500 companies as a gender equality expert, Michelle King has realized
one simple truth—the tired advice of fixing women doesn’t fix anything. The truth is that workplaces are
gendered; they were designed by men for men. Because of this, most organizations unconsciously carry the
idea of an “ideal worker,” typically a straight, white man who doesn’t have to juggle work and family
commitments. Based on King’s research and exclusive interviews with major companies and thought
leaders, The Fix reveals why denying the fact that women are held back just because they are
women—what she calls gender denial—is the biggest obstacle holding women back at work and outlines the
hidden sexism and invisible barriers women encounter at work every day. Women who speak up are seen as

pushy. Women who ask for a raise are seen as difficult. Women who spend hours networking don’t get the
same career benefits as men do. Because women don’t look like the ideal worker and can’t behave like the
ideal worker, they are passed over for promotions, paid less, and pushed out of the workforce, not because
they aren’t good enough, but because they aren’t men. In this fascinating and empowering book, King
outlines the invisible barriers that hold women back at all stages of their careers, and provides readers with
a clear set of takeaways to thrive despite the sexist workplace, as they fight for change from within. Gender
equality is not about women, and it is not about men—it is about making workplaces work for everyone.
Together, we can fix work, not women.
Well-Behaved Women Seldom Make History - Laurel Thatcher Ulrich 2008-09-23
From admired historian—and coiner of one of feminism's most popular slogans—Laurel Thatcher Ulrich
comes an exploration of what it means for women to make history. In 1976, in an obscure scholarly article,
Ulrich wrote, "Well behaved women seldom make history." Today these words appear on t-shirts, mugs,
bumper stickers, greeting cards, and all sorts of Web sites and blogs. Ulrich explains how that happened
and what it means by looking back at women of the past who challenged the way history was written. She
ranges from the fifteenth-century writer Christine de Pizan, who wrote The Book of the City of Ladies, to
the twentieth century’s Virginia Woolf, author of A Room of One's Own. Ulrich updates their attempts to
reimagine female possibilities and looks at the women who didn't try to make history but did. And she
concludes by showing how the 1970s activists who created "second-wave feminism" also created a
renaissance in the study of history.
Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls - The Chapter Book Collection - Rebel Girls 2020-09-15
From the creators of the bestselling Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls series. An irresistible collection of
five chapter books about the real lives of five extraordinary women throughout history, including Ada
Lovelace, Madam C. J. Walker, Dr. Wangari Maathai, Junko Tabei, and Alicia Alonso. This hardcover boxed
set includes: Ada Lovelace Cracks the Code Madam C. J. Walker Builds a Business Dr. Wangari Maathai
Plants a Forest Junko Tabei Masters the Mountains Alicia Alonso Takes the Stage This gorgeous hardcover
boxed set is the perfect gift to inspire any young reader. It contains five individual, historical fiction chapter
books, each exploring the life and times of an extraordinary woman in global history. Readers will meet Ada
Lovelace—a nineteenth-century pioneer in computer science; Madam C. J. Walker—an early leader in the
African American beauty industry; Dr. Wangari Maathai—an environmental warrior and Nobel Peace Prize
winner from Kenya; Junko Tabei—a champion in mountaineering who became the first woman to summit
Mount Everest; and Alicia Alonso—a prima ballerina and remarkable creator in the world of dance. Each
stunningly designed chapter book features at least ten full-color illustrations from a female artist, as well as
bonus activities in the backmatter to encourage kids to explore the various fields in which each of these
women thrived.
Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls - Favilli Elena 2020-07
Ada Lovelace Cracks the Code - Rebel Girls 2019-11-12
From the world of Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls comes a story based on the exciting real-life
adventures of Ada Lovelace, one of the world’s first computer programmers. Growing up in nineteenth
century London, England, Ada is curious about absolutely everything. She is obsessed with machines and
with creatures that fly. She even designs her own flying laboratory! According to her mother, Ada is a bit
too wild, so she encourages Ada to study math. At first Ada thinks: Bleh! Who can get excited about a
subject without pictures? But she soon falls in love with it. One day she encounters a mysterious machine,
and from that moment forward Ada imagines a future full of possibility—one that will eventually inspire the
digital age nearly two hundred years later. Ada Lovelace Cracks the Code is the story of a pioneer in the
computer sciences, and a testament to women’s invaluable contributions to STEM throughout history. This
historical fiction chapter book also includes additional text on Ada Lovelace’s lasting legacy, as well as
educational activities designed to teach simple coding and mathematical concepts. About the Rebel Girls
Chapter Book Series Meet extraordinary real-life heroines in the Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls chapter
book series! Introducing stories based on the lives and times of extraordinary women in global history, each
stunningly designed chapter book features beautiful illustrations from a female artist as well as bonus
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activities in the backmatter to encourage kids to explore the various fields in which each of these women
thrived. The perfect gift to inspire any young reader!
Bay Curious - Olivia Allen-Price 2023-05-02
Curious about the San Francisco Bay Area? With explorations into unique local legends, interesting
landmarks, and uncovered histories, Bay Curious is a fun, quirky guide to the secret stories of the San
Francisco Bay Area for visitors, newcomers, and California natives alike. Who was America's first and only
Emperor? Why are there ships buried under the streets of San Francisco? And was the word hella really
created in the East Bay? Bay Curious brings you the answers to these questions and much more through
fun and fascinating illustrated deep dives into hidden gems of Bay Area trivia, history, and culture. Based
on the award-winning KQED podcast of the same name and written by host Olivia Allen-Price, Bay Curious
brings a fresh eye to some of its most popular stories and covers more stories unique to this book. With
subjects ranging from Marin's redwood forests to the Winchester Mystery House, from the Black Panther
Party's school program to the invention of the Mai Tai, Bay Curious gives you the entertaining and
informative, weird and wonderful true stories of the San Francisco Bay Area. NOT YOUR AVERAGE
GUIDEBOOK: Bay Curious takes a unique approach to exploring the Bay Area through its lesser known, but
no less fascinating stories, taking readers on a reportorial rather than literal tour. BEYOND THE PODCAST:
With 49 entries--inspired by the famous 49 Mile Drive--Bay Curious includes a combination of updated
popular episodes from the podcast and brand new, never before heard stories researched for the book, plus
fun illustrations and irresistible trivia sidebars. Perfect for: - Bay Area locals and new arrivals - San
Francisco tourists - Fans of the NPR-member radio station KQED podcast - History buffs - Anyone who
enjoys unexpected, quirky true stories
Stories for Boys Who Dare to Be Different 2 - Ben Brooks 2020-10-13
Boys can be anything they want to be! In this sequel to the New York Times bestseller Stories for Boys Who
Dare to Be Different, Ben Brooks introduces seventy-six more boys and men who will inspire young readers
to live boldly and true to themselves. What do environmental activist Xiuhtezcatl Martinez, philosopher
Socrates, and singer Ed Sheeran all have in common? Each of them defied expectations -- going against the
grain and pursuing their dreams despite a seemingly impossible barrage of obstacles and difficulties. Their
stories are incredible, as are those of tap dancer Evan Ruggiero, Pokémon creator Satoshi Tajiri, the brave
Chernobyl Divers, and the other inspirational boys who fill the pages of this extraordinary book. Together,
their stories offer young boys the welcome alternative message that masculinity can mean many things -that it's okay to be sensitive, to be bold, and to follow their hearts.
Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls 3-Book Gift Set - Elena Favilli 2021-11-02
Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls 3-Book Gift Set contains the first three volumes of the Good Night
Stories for Rebel Girls series in hardcover, packaged in a gorgeous giftable box. The set features 300 tales
of extraordinary real-life women, all written in fairy tale form. Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls 3-Book
Gift Set presents three hardcover volumes in a beautiful, reusable case, shrink-wrapped to ensure scuff-free
arrival. The set includes the bestselling Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls, Good Night Stories for Rebel
Girls 2, and Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls: 100 Immigrant Women Who Changed the World, featuring
extraordinary tales of women past and present across a wide range of fields. The unique narrative style
transforms each biography into a fairy tale, filling readers with wonder and a burning curiosity to know
more about each subject. Illustrated by more than 130 female and nonbinary artists from all over the globe,
this gift set will encourage girls to dream bigger and aim higher in pursuit of their dreams.
Bad Girls Throughout History - Ann Shen 2016-09-06
Bad Girls Throughout History: 100 Remarkable Women Who Changed the World delivers a empowering
book for women and girls of all ages, featuring 100 women who made history and made their mark on the

world, it's a best-selling book you can be proud to display in your home. The 100 revolutionary women
highlighted in this gorgeously illustrated book were bad in the best sense of the word: they challenged the
status quo and changed the rules for all who followed. Explored in this history book, include: • Aphra Behn,
first female professional writer. • Sojourner Truth, women's rights activist and abolitionist. • Ada Lovelace,
first computer programmer. • Marie Curie, first woman to win the Nobel Prize. • Joan Jett, godmother of
punk. From pirates to artists, warriors, daredevils, women in science, activists, and spies, the
accomplishments of these incredible women who dared to push boundaries vary as much as the eras and
places in which they effected change. Featuring bold watercolor portraits and illuminating essays by Ann
Shen, Bad Girls Throughout History is a distinctive, gift-worthy tribute to rebel girls everywhere. A lovely
gift for teen girls, stories to share with a young girl at bedtime, or a book to display on a coffee table,
everyone will enjoy learning about and celebrating the accomplishments of these phenomenal women.
Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls: 100 Real-Life Tales of Black Girl Magic - Rebel Girls 2021-09-28
The latest installment in the New York Times bestselling Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls series,
featuring 100 barrier-breaking Black women and girls who showcase the spirit of Black Girl Magic. Good
Night Stories for Rebel Girls: 100 Real-Life Tales of Black Girl Magic, edited by award-winning journalist
Lilly Workneh with a foreword by #BlackGirlMagic originator CaShawn Thompson, is dedicated to
amplifying and celebrating the stories of Black women and girls from around the world; features the work
of over 60 Black female and non-binary authors, illustrators, and editors; is designed to acknowledge,
applaud, and amplify the incredible stories of Black women and girls from the past and present; and
celebrates Black Girl Magic around the world. Amongst the women featured from over 30 countries are
tennis player Naomi Osaka, astronaut Jeanette Epps, author Toni Morrison, filmmaker Ava DuVernay;
aviator Bessie Coleman, Empress Taytu Betul, journalist Ida B. Wells, and many other inspiring leaders,
champions, innovators, and creators. Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls: 100 Real-Life Tales of Black Girl
Magic is the fourth volume of the New York Times bestselling Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls series
which originally launched in 2016. Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls: 100 Real-Life Tales of Black Girl
Magic is published by Rebel Girls, a global, multi-platform empowerment brand dedicated to helping raise
the most inspired and confident global generation of girls through content, experiences, products, and
community. About Black Girl Magic CaShawn Thompson, a proud third-generation native of Washington,
DC, came up with the concept “Black Girls Are Magic” when she was a little girl growing up with her
mother, grandmother, and aunts. It sprang forth fully formed from the mind of a poor little Black girl who
didn’t yet have the words to describe the brilliance she saw in the women in her family, but had heard
countless tales of fairies, witches, and magicians. It was just magic to her. And it still is. Black Girls Are
Magic became wildly popular in 2013 after CaShawn began using the phrase online (it was later shortened
to the hashtag #BlackGirlMagic) to uplift and praise the accomplishments, beauty, and other amazing
qualities of Black women.
Flying High - Michelle Meadows 2020-12-29
A lyrical picture book biography of Simone Biles, gymnastics champion and Olympic superstar. Before she
was a record-breaking gymnast competing on the world stage, Simone Biles spent time in foster care as a
young child. Nimble and boundlessly energetic, she cherished every playground and each new backyard.
When she was six years old, Simone's family took shape in a different way. Her grandparents Ron and
Nellie Biles adopted Simone and her sister Adria. Ron and Nellie became their parents. Simone was also
introduced to gymnastics that same year, launching a lifelong passion fueled by remarkable talent,
sacrifice, and the undying support of her family. From her athletic early childhood to the height of her
success as an Olympic champion, Flying High is the story of the world's greatest gymnast from author
Michelle Meadows and illustrator Ebony Glenn.
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